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tion. The concepts of antecedent assignments and antecedent set were also introduced, which
play a key role in the description of SAT algorithms in the remainder of the dissertation.
•  Review of the concepts of consensus and resolution. Description of simple procedures for
generating prime implicates. Study of how these concepts can be applied to solving SAT
algebraically. Study of the search-based Davis-Putnam SAT algorithm.
•  Deﬁnition of queries on clause databases, which deﬁne how distinct sets of objectives can be
examined on the same clause database.205
base are reviewed, which are based on equivalent engines described in Chapter III. Engines for
advanced deduction, postprocessing and selection are analyzed in the context of path sensitization
for test pattern generation.
The chapter concludes with a study of accuracy tradeoffs provided by the p-propagation
model, and describes how accuracy can be improved. In addition, the path sensitization algorithm
is compared with algorithms proposed by other authors.278
puted backtracking decision levels. It can thus be concluded that the search algorithm for path sen-
sitization is complete.